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[...]
To Comrade [Liu] Shaoqi:
(1) I agree with your telegram dated 13 January about implementing the order to
requisition foreign military barracks and preparing to force the United States to evacuate all the
former U.S. consulates from China.
(2) I agree that the Shanghai Military Control Commission should confiscate or requisition
immediately all the property left by the U.S. Economic Cooperation Administration there.
(3) As far as the problem of taking over the property left by the puppet regime in Hong
Kong is concerned, please make a decision after the Foreign Ministry and the Central Finance and
Economics Commission have provided their suggestions. I have no specific opinion on this matter.
(4) Vyshinskii came to my quarters and talked with me this evening. He proposed that our
government should send a telegram to the United Nations, addressing the question of sending our
representative to the United Nations to replace the Guomindang's representative, since a very
serious struggle is now under way in the Security Council over the legitimacy of the GMD's
representative. While the Soviet Union supports our government's statement about expelling the
GMD's representative, the United States, Great Britain, and the majority of the member states
oppose the expulsion. Therefore, it is necessary for China to make a further statement. The
telegram can be sent out a week from now. I have agreed to his proposal. The Central Committee
may need to consider a nominee for our head representative and report to me by telegraph, and
the final decision will be made after [Zhou] Enlai gets here.
(5) I will leave for Leningrad tomorrow (the 14th), at 10:00 p.m., not today. I will stay in
Leningrad for one day, the 15th, and will return on the 16th. [Wang] Jiaxiang, [Chen] Boda, Shi
Zhe, Wang Dongxing will accompany me. Ye Zilong and the technical staff will stay to work in my
quarters here. The Central Committee may send its telegrams to me as usual.

Mao Zedong
10:00 p.m., 13 January [1950]
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